Numerical study of ultrashort-optical-feedback-enhanced photonic microwave generation using optically injected semiconductor lasers at period-one nonlinear dynamics.
This study numerically investigates the enhancement of photonic microwave generation using an optically injected semiconductor laser operating at period-one (P1) nonlinear dynamics through ultrashort optical feedback. For the purpose of practical applications where system miniaturization is generally preferred, a feedback delay time that is one to two orders of magnitude shorter than the relaxation resonance period of a typical laser is emphasized. Various dynamical states that are more complicated than the P1 dynamics can be excited under a number of ultrashort optical feedback conditions. Within the range of the P1 dynamics, on one hand, the frequency of the P1 microwave oscillation can be greatly enhanced by up to more than three folds. Generally speaking, the microwave frequency enhances with the optical feedback power and phase, while it varies saw-wise with the optical feedback delay time. On the other hand, the purity of the P1 microwave oscillation can be highly improved by up to more than three orders of magnitude. In general, the microwave purity improves with the optical feedback power and delay time, while it only varies within an order of magnitude with the optical feedback phase. These results suggest that the ultrashort optical feedback provides the optically injected laser system with an extra degree of freedom to manipulate/improve the characteristics of the P1 microwave oscillation without changing the optical injection condition.